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Webinar IFIE -  May 25th. 2016  

  

Responding to Changing FC/IE Needs in your Jurisdiction :  

Argentina Case Study  
  

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS  
 

  
1. Is it important to have a public coordination of FE/IE strategies? Couldn't it be a 

better approach to raising awareness among the financial industry and the third 

sector to encourage them to carry out the initiatives they consider more convenient?  

  

2. Can public leadership help achieve a more equitable distribution of resources among 

the different segments of the population?  

  

3. Speaking of the new measures taken by the Central Bank (BCRA) to encourage the 

massive access of people to the banking system you mentioned  the freedom to set 

charges (parallel to the gratuity of some banking accounts and transfers), and posed 

that the information disclosure is not an effective consumer protection measure. Do 

you mean that people do not read the information they are provided with?  Couldn't 

it be solved with better financial education?  

  

4. You said that we shouldn't put too many expectations on FE/IE to change behaviors 

or challenge  entrenched beliefs. Not even in the long term? How could we develop a 

more effective and flexible FE/IE?  

  

5. You talked about the importance of considering intermediaries not only strategic 

partners, but also a FE/IE target group. How can this contribute to the success of 

FE/IE strategies?  

  

6. Any  proposals for financial education in Primary Education and High School? Should 

financial regulators train teachers in public schools?  

  

7. Any  proposals to increase public confidence in financial regulators? How much 

distance between public institutions and private economic forces is required to avoid 

conflicts of interest? Many people feel that regulators are less interested in 

protecting  consumers than the business of the banks.  
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1. Is it important to have a public coordination of FE/IE strategies? Couldn't it 

be a better approach to raising awareness among the financial industry and 

the third sector to encourage them to carry out the initiatives they consider 

more convenient?  

It would likely be neither enough nor efficient.  

First, public impulse and coordination convey a clear message to society (and 

especially to the financial industry) on the importance of financial inclusion and 

education. It helps generate a certain "social state of mind". For example, in 

Argentina there is no solid institutional support ... and subsequently, there are no 

sound private initiatives. When the Central Bank or other public supervisory bodies 

launch the message that financial inclusion and education is a core issue , are more 

chances to have it included in the banks' agenda.  

Furthermore, many banks or financial entities become interested in developing 

financial education initiatives when they find out that the lack of financial literacy 

somehow affects their business. This is absolutely legitimate and even positive when 

the outcome is a greater and better understanding of the financial system by 

consumers. However, it is far from enough. We need to make people feel that they 

can use the financial system for their own benefit, as a tool to optimize their 

personal finance.  

Again, this is not just a matter of Ethics and Equity. In the first place, a FE/IE 

initiative with the exclusive and clear goal of improving business outcomes is almost 

sure to result in a loss of credibility. Secondly, it will reinforce the distrust of people 

towards banks ( "they give nothing for free, they must be trying to sell something"). 

And, finally, it will ruin our efforts to convey to people the idea that it is possible to 

maintain a win-win relationship with the financial system.  

2. Can public leadership help achieve a more equitable distribution of 

resources among the different segments of the population?  

Definitely. The absence of public coordination and leadership increases the risk of a 

biased allocation of resources and efforts, towards those groups that are perceived 

as easier to reach or that seem to provide a better reputation. For example, children 

and youth. Of course, we have to devote a lot of attention to this segment, but not 

at the expense of ignoring the adult population. For example, in Argentina, there 

were few initiatives and most of them were addressed to schools or college 

students.  

In recent times, it seems that the "star target group" are the entrepreneurs. Like 

"forties are the new thirties" now entrepreneurs are the "new kids" and are the 

privileged target of most educational efforts. We keep on leaving aside the "regular" 

adult population, those who live on a salary and face significant economic challenges 

in their daily lives.  
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We are not proposing to impose the FE/IE initiatives driven by private entities (of 

course they can address their efforts to the group/s that better fits their particular 

policies and strategies), but to guide them in a direction that meets the needs of the 

population as a whole and that can ensure a balanced attention to all groups.  

In addition, as stated by the OECD, public coordination encourages the financial 

industry to clearly distinguish their FE/IE initiatives from the commercial activities, 

preventing the use of "financial education" as an excuse to disguise and develop 

purely commercial actions. This has the detrimental and unfair effect to undermine 

the credibility of FE/IE as a whole.  

3. Speaking of the new measures taken by the Central Bank (BCRA) to 

encourage the massive access of people to the banking system you 

mentioned  the freedom to set charges (parallel to the gratuity of some 

banking accounts and transfers), and posed that the information disclosure 

is not an effective consumer protection measure. Do you mean that people 

do not read the information they are provided with?  Couldn't it be solved 

with better financial education?  

I'm afraid not. As it happens in many other challenges related to financial inclusion, 

the lack of financial literacy is only a part of the problem. Thanks to the research 

and findings on behavioral economics, we have learned that mere disclosure is not 

effective as a protective measure. Too much information and too much banking 

jargon to confirm the people's feeling about  the banking system as a hostile and 

not very accessible environment. These "informative" measures provide an 

appearance of transparency that can backfire.  

  

Is there any possible solution to this? Improving financial literacy is a part, but even 

educated people do not feel the slightest inclination, do not have the habit or simply 

do not find the time to read and understand financial information. That happens all 

over the world, not only in Argentina, and if we do some introspective work we will 

realize that most of us have never read the insurance policy of our car. And here we 

find one of those times when it is important to make simultaneous improvements in 

the financial system.  

  

For example, by working on simplification of banking contracts and 

communications (many institutions talk about it, but it never reaches the final 

customer), which is a pending issue in Argentina and in most other countries. We 

need to design the contracts and financial information to be more appealing and 

easy-to-understand, without having to read the same paragraph six times or to 

consult an online financial glossary.  

4. You said that we shouldn't put too many expectations on FE/IE to change 

behaviors or challenge  entrenched beliefs. Not even in the long term? How 

could we develop a more effective and flexible FE/IE?  

The problem with most of the FE/IE initiatives currently deployed is that they are 

addressed to our intellectual, rational brains. It is based on knowledge and 
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understanding. Obviously, this is necessary, but it is only a small part of the 

challenge.  

  

We already know that we are not the most rational beings in the Universe, as we 

used to think and classical economic theory used to state. However, we are not 

completely self-destructive. We simply try to do our best under the circumstances 

around us. People do not only go into indebtedness  because they do not have 

enough financial literacy: they live on consumer credit because it is easy. Much 

easier than saving, at least in Argentina. At the same time, it happens that the 

easiest option is also the more attractive one (it allows you to consume more and 

have a more enjoyable life, at least in the short term). The choice is clear...  

In fact, that is the foundation of "nudges": to design the environment in order to 

make it easier to make the most beneficial decisions. Unfortunately, we seem to live 

in a world of financial "anti-nudges": in many cases, the economic and financial 

environment is designed to "help" us make very harmful decisions!  

An example: in Argentina, most banks (if not all) set as default the monthly 

minimum payment to settle the credit card debt. We all know that people generally 

stick to the default options. Many people do not understand what this means in 

terms of higher financing costs and delayed debt cancellation. Their indebtedness 

keeps growing and they pay interest without being aware of the alternatives to 

paying off their debts.  

So, should we have to work on persuading people (intellectually) that the minimum 

payment is not the best possible idea for their financial well-being, or should we 

force the banks to set as default option the total debt cancellation, and make it 

necessary for the clients to explicitly choose other pay off alternatives (like monthly 

minimum payment)?  to  that the default option to settle the debt.   

  

We are not only making this suggestions due to ethical or moral reasons, but 

because it really determines the type of FE/IE we want to provide and the 

cost/efforts we are going to devote to it. We cannot overestimate what we 

can achieve exclusively through FE/IE. It is necessary but not enough in order 

to change financial behaviors. If we continue to ignore this fact, we will be wasting 

time, efforts and resources without getting any effective outcome, neither in the 

short nor in the long term.  

5. You talked about the importance of considering intermediaries not only 

strategic partners, but also a FE/IE target group. How  can this contribute 

to the success of FE/IE strategies?  

In our FE/IE messages, we usually put much emphasis (more or less explicitly) in 

how being part of the financial system provides us with tools to better manage our 

personal finance and to achieve our life goals.  

However, it makes little sense to devote time, efforts and resources to try to 

persuade people to trust the financial system, to ask intermediaries any question 

they may have, to encourage them to incorporate financial products and services in 

their daily lives, if when the moment comes they do not feel welcome in the bank or 
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investment agency, for whatever reason. Maybe employees are more focused on 

their commercial goals and do not communicate in a clear way, or maybe they are 

not interested in having that client (as mentioned in the presentation, banks are 

reluctant to open Universal Free Accounts, many brokers are not interested in 

opening securities accounts for small amounts, because of the high operating costs, 

etc.).  

The first problem (the employees' complicated relationship with the clients) can 

clearly benefit from FE/IE. It can help them communicate in a "standard human 

language without jargon", and to give responses to the people's real questions, 

instead of remaining attached to some "commercial arguments list".   

However, there are other hindrances more complicated to tackle. The fact that 

banks do not want some kind of customers cannot be solved by raising awareness 

or training intermediaries because it is a multi-faceted problem that involves 

regulatory, administrative, psychological and business-related issues, conflicts of 

interest' management, etc. There's a clear conclusion: the "inclusion by decree" 

does not work.  

Maybe the financial industry should recall that, beyond their legitimate short-term 

commercial goals, the sustainability of the financial system as a whole depends on 

restoring consumer confidence. This is a key issue in Argentina, and it will 

probably demand harder efforts than the FE/IE itself.   

Final message: a society in which people open a banking account because they have 

to, but rely more on the mattress to keep their (scarce) savings... is not sustainable. 

A society of heavily indebted households... is not sustainable. A society where 

people run their businesses out of the financial system (sometimes by choice but 

mostly because there is no room for them inside)... it is definitely not sustainable.  

6. Any  proposals for financial education in Primary Education and High School? 

Should financial regulators train teachers in public schools?  

  

There seems to be a general consensus about the need for financial education in 

schools, but the topic requires more nuanced consideration.  

  

First of all, what kind of financial education do we want to bring to school? 

What kind of contents are we talking about? Mathematics? Responsible and 

sustainable consumption? Knowledge and understanding of the financial system? 

Entrepreneurial skills? Basics of macro and microeconomics? A bit of everything? Are 

we supposed to provide students with  some academic knowledge, or rather are we 

thinking of "soft skills" to help them cope with the consumerist pressures and make 

decisions that are more aligned with their personal goals?  

  

It is important to choose the right approach because the economic, financial and 

digital environments change very quickly: maybe we're striving to convey something 

that will become completely outdated when the time comes for young people to face 

the adult world.  
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Another essential aspect is to determine how to bring it to schools. Some 

countries try to make it part of the school curricula as an independent subject 

(complicated choice, considering the overloaded school syllabuses). Other countries 

prefer a cross-incorporation of content and concepts in different subjects (more 

promising, but it requires significant institutional coordination). Elsewhere we find 

actions with more playful approaches, more focused on raising awareness than 

training (financial theater, Financial Olympics, etc.).  

  

If I had to give a quick answer on how to bring financial education to schools, I 

would say that the best way is providing teachers with more awareness of the 

practical utility of financial literacy. We need to gain their interest and 

support. Teachers are a key partner because of their invaluable multiplier effect.  

  

What I mean is that training them is not enough. If teachers perceive the financial 

education policies as a new workload imposed by the authorities, they will hardly 

put their heart on conveying it. We have to earn their complicity, to make them feel 

that financial literacy is a useful tool for their own personal finance (not only 

because they are teachers, but because they are people who struggle to make ends 

meet). If they feel so they will not need so many incentives to convey it to their 

students, because they will feel that they are truly helping them prepare for life. 

This approach is much more promising than giving courses and talks directly to 

children, or than introducing it into the school curricula "by decree".  

  

Another question we should ask ourselves: What are we going to do with those 

young people who drop out before sixteen? They are probably those in most need of 

help and financial education and yet they remain beyond the reach of the initiatives 

aimed at schools. By leaving the education system they are no longer part of this 

"easily accessible" target group (that "easy accessibility" is  probably one of the 

reasons why, in a landscape of shortage of financial education initiatives, the few 

existing ones are addressed to schools).  

  

The question posed refers explicitly to the role of financial regulators as training 

providers for public school teachers. This is only a small part of the challenge. We 

need to reach the entire population. This forces us to coordinate, to make effective 

partnerships and to use all available resources, either public or private. We need to 

move towards a public coordination and leadership to ensure an equitable allocation 

of resources and a more balanced attention to all groups, as we mentioned in the 

presentation and in the question 2.  

7. Any  proposals to increase public confidence in financial regulators? How 

much distance between public institutions and private economic forces is 

required to avoid conflicts of interest? Many people feel that regulators are 

less interested in protecting  consumers than the business of the banks.  

  

Distrust of financial regulators is harmful in two aspects, interrelated but different.  
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• First of all, people's distrust of regulators prevent the FE/IE initiatives from being 

effective. Nobody follows the recommendations coming from someone you do 

not trust.  

  

How to overcome this? It is said that Trust takes years to build, seconds to 

break and forever to repair. However, regulators cannot stop performing FE/IE 

actions while trying to regain public trust.  

  

What can be done in the meantime? In the presentation, we noted a proposal 

that is often applied: to use public figures, social referents with a good 

reputation that people can connect and empathize with. In Brazil, for example, 

they asked a famous athlete who had got broke to give some talks in schools 

about the importance of smart money management. The impact and awareness 

raised were much higher than it would have if the same message had come from 

a professional of the financial sector, for example.  

  

• Moreover, the suspicions that regulators are more interested in supporting the 

business of the financial industry than in consumers' protection do not help bring 

people in the financial system. As mentioned in the presentation, FE/IE is far 

from enough: we have to work on making the financial environment more 

attractive, more equitable and truly inclusive.  

  

It is also important that regulators take a clear public position in favor of 

financial consumers' protection. As pointed out in the presentation, this means 

taking measures that actually serve to increase transparency, not only the 

"appearance of transparency": it is counterproductive to stifling consumers 

under tons of information they cannot process.  

  

As for conflicts of interest, we must be realistic: they will always exist. There are 

conflicts of interest between the public and the private sector, and also within 

the public sector. The solution is not to get rid of the financial industry in order 

to convey an image of greater independence; not only because their resources 

and infrastructure are essential for financing and deploying the initiatives, but 

because it makes no sense to try to improve financial inclusion without the 

involvement of the financial entities where people are supposed to get included. 

That is the kind of not working "inclusion by decree" mentioned in the 

presentation.  

  

The only solution is to enhance our management of the conflicts of 

interest: we need to identify them and to deal with them from that public 

leadership and coordination defended in the presentation.  

   

  

   


